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Abstract: Typologies are intended to assist researchers in understanding complex social phenomena. This paper reviews the current literature on organised crime typologies and argues that the majority of organised crime typologies are reflected to some extent in a typology developed by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) in 2002. Organised crime typologies can be categorised into three groups: models that focus on the physical structure and operation of an OCG, the activities of OCGs and the social, cultural and historical conditions that facilitate organised crime activity. This paper will only discuss models that examine the physical structure and operation of an OCG; the UNODC typology is exclusively focused on structural elements. Typologies on organised crime structure have developed largely in isolation from each other and appear disparate. This paper will analyse the formation of each typology to establish their individual elements. It will then identify which typologies and their respective characteristics can be aligned with or distinguished from the UN typology. The value of this review is that it will enable greater uniformity and consistency in academic discussion on organised crime typologies.
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A key approach to disrupting and weakening organised crime activity is to develop a better understanding of the structure, operation and behaviour of organised crime groups (OCGs). Organised crime researchers have constructed typologies in an attempt to explain the structural and operational characteristics of OCGs. However, these typologies have developed largely in isolation from one another and generally, in response to organised crime activity occurring in a particular social and cultural milieu. This paper reviews the current literature on organised crime and argues that the majority of organised crime typologies are variations of the structures developed by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC). This paper does not endeavour to engage in a discussion on the general purpose of typologies nor examine the merit of using typologies to explain criminal organisation. Rather, it attempts to coordinate discussion of the development of typologies in organised crime research.

This paper will firstly discuss the significance of studying organised crime structures and the types of models that have been developed to examine organised crime structure, activities and the social conditions which facilitate organised crime activity. The following section will discuss the UN typology and alternative organised crime models that have developed independently from the UN study. The alternative models include discussion on bureaucratic, patronal (patron-client) and network-based models.

The final section examines an approach to developing a model of organised crime, with concluding remarks on the overall utility of the UN typology.

WHY STUDY ORGANISED CRIME STRUCTURES?

A key issue in conceptualising organised crime is the question of whether to focus on a group's organisation or a group's activities (Hagan 2006; Halstead 1994). The significance of structure is demonstrated in numerous studies which have documented the changing operational structure of OCGs from hierarchies to loose networks (Morselli 2009; Holmes 2009; Kenney 2007; Bruinsma and Bernasco 2004). Von Lampe (2012) argues that there is limited research which has provided any in-depth analyses of transnational criminal structures. Studying the structure of an OCG and developing models of their behaviour is one method of producing a body of knowledge that may assist law enforcement agencies in their investigative efforts to weaken and disrupt organised crime activity (Le and Lauchs 2012). Developing a comprehensive system of classification provides a useful tool for comparing the operational structures and activities of different OCGs (UNODC 2002).

ORGANISED CRIME TYPOLOGIES: STRUCTURE, ACTIVITIES AND CONDITIONS

The typologies produced by scholars in organised crime research may be categorised into three types: models that focus on the physical structure and operation of an OCG, models that focus on the activities of OCGs and models that focus on the social, cultural and historical conditions that facilitate...
organised crime activity. Similarly, Albanese (2011) proposed three types of organised crime models – models focused on hierarchical structure, models that emphasise local, ethnic or cultural connections and economic models of organised crime. Hierarchical models and models emphasising local, ethnic or cultural connections are included in the discussion given the focus on operational structure. Some models incorporate more than one element for example, models that focus on structure and activity. Typologies that focus on the physical structure and operation of an OCG tend to discuss OCGs as operating under hierarchies, networks or a hybrid of the two forms. These typologies examine how the structure of an OCG is designed to facilitate their involvement in specific types of crime. A key approach to examining operational structure is finding points of “weakness” and vulnerability. Having the knowledge to identify these points in a criminal organisation may improve the policing capabilities of law enforcement agencies in disrupting organised crime activity. This paper will focus primarily on models that examine the physical structure and operation of an OCG because the UN typology is an example of a typology based purely on structure.

Models that emphasise the activities of OCGs are likely to be economic or enterprise models. Halstead (1998) distinguished two categories of models: group-focused models and economic or activity-focused models. Group-focused models examine the structure and operation of an OCG whereas economic or activity-focused models focus on the profit-oriented activities of OCGs. Maltz (1976) created a typology based on a definition of organised crime that comprised of three key elements: means, political or economic objectives and manifestations of those objectives. This typology attempted to classify different forms of organised crime activity rather than distinguish between various types of OCGs. Therefore, this typology was not examined in any significant detail because of its focus on the activities and objectives of an OCG. Economic models describe organised crime as being governed by business and economic considerations; the activities of OCGs are defined by market dynamics, enterprise and the pursuit of profit (Albanese 2011; Williams and Godson 2002; Smith 1980). Williams and Godson (2002) argue that criminal organisations will behave and think according to rational business needs. They will consider factors such as new product opportunities, changes in the market, profit margins, competition and risk management (Williams and Godson 2002). This paper will exclude discussion on economic models because it focuses on the economic motivations underpinning an OCG’s involvement in crime rather than the manner in which they are structured to commit crimes.

Models that focus on the social, cultural and historical conditions which facilitate organised crime activity examine factors such as ethnicity, political climate or market dynamics. Some OCGs recruit and operate on the basis of cultural, ethnic and kinship ties (Albanese 2011; Ianni 1972). The “ethnic” conception of organised crime in the literature tends to identify ethnicity with particular OCGs (e.g. Chinese triads, Japanese Yakuza or Italian mafia) or particular types of organised crime activities (e.g. Vietnamese gangs and drug trafficking) (Soudjin and Kleemans 2009). Some typologies were developed specifically to describe OCGs operating within a particular cultural and social context e.g. Chinese OCGs and triads, Sicilian mafia families. Ethnic-based OCGs are difficult to penetrate because shared language, culture and practices can defend and insulate groups from external attack (Williams and Godson 2002). Political models examine the ways in which OCGs exploit weak or corrupt state institutions or alternatively, find opportunities to forge relationships with legitimate political actors that will benefit the group’s criminal activities (Williams and Godson 2002). This paper will not review political models because such models focus on conditions that facilitate organised crime activity.

Williams and Godson (2002) proposed two categories of models: models of conditions and models about how organized crime operates. Models of conditions include political, economic and social models whereas models of operation include strategic or risk management and composite or hybrid models. These models cover environmental factors and the individual attributes of criminal actors. For the purposes of this paper, only social models were examined from this typology because it identified the significance of culture, ethnicity and kinship in forming the basis for criminal organisation. Discussion on organised crime models generally fall under these categories. This paper will focus on the UN typology as the most comprehensive typology examining the physical structure and operation of OCGs. All other models will be discussed in light of the characteristics proposed in the UN typology.

**UNODC TYPOLOGY**

The Centre for International Crime Prevention (CICP) conducted a survey of forty organised crime
groups across a number of jurisdictions (UNODC 2002). The data included ten main variables namely, structure, size, activities, trans-border operations, identity, violence, corruption, political influence and penetration into the legitimate economy. These variables were used to draw comparisons across different OCGs and to assist in developing typologies of organised crime (UNODC 2002). In 2002, the UNODC published a report entitled Results of a pilot survey of forty selected organized criminal groups in sixteen countries (“the Report”) which established five models of organised crime. These models include standard hierarchy, regional hierarchy, clustered hierarchy, core group and criminal network (UNODC 2002). Academic discussion and application of the UN typology to organised crime activity is limited. Thus, the extent to which these models have been accepted by the international community remains uncertain.

To date, only three UNODC publications have applied the models to particular organised crime activities. However, these publications have only mentioned the UN models in passing or referred to the Report’s objectives without applying the UN typology to OCGs (UNODC 2008; Shaw 2006; Antonopolous and Winterdyk 2006). A Home Office report (UK) reviewing the literature on upper level drug trafficking also mentions the Report and offers some critique of the Report’s typology (Dorn, Levi and King 2005). The Home Office report suggests that the first two categories i.e. standard and regional hierarchy are relatively similar and are close to other organised crime models based upon bureaucratic or hierarchical structures. The criminal networks model can be applied broadly to other network-style OCGs whilst the clustered hierarchy appears to be the least supported by the Report’s data (Dorn, Levi and King 2005). In order to assess the comprehensiveness of the UN typology, it is necessary to provide a brief description of each model.

**Standard Hierarchy**

The standard hierarchy is the “most common form” of an OCG (UNODC 2002: 34). The UNODC describe standard hierarchies as being characterized by a sole leader, a distinct chain of command and clearly defined roles. The ‘top down’ nature of the hierarchy facilitates strong internal control and discipline over its members through an implied or explicit code of conduct. Violence is predominantly used to maintain the internal and external order of the organisation. Standard hierarchies are generally mono-ethnic or comprised of members with similar personal backgrounds (UNODC 2002). An example of a standard hierarchy is the Liu Yong Syndicate in China. The syndicate is hierarchically structured (led by Liu Yong) and has a strong social identity given that its members were largely recruited from a particular region. The group members adhere to a strict code of conduct, which includes the use of violence and corruption when necessary. The syndicate were involved in trafficking in illicit goods and services, racketeering, gambling, prostitution and human smuggling (UNODC 2002).

**Regional Hierarchy**

Regional hierarchies have similar characteristics to standard hierarchies in so far as they have a chain of command, internal discipline, strong social or ethnic identity and distinct roles within the group (UNODC 2002). The primary difference between a regional and standard hierarchy is the decentralization of power; the process of allowing local organisations and group leaders to wield considerable independence and autonomy over a specific geographical region (UNODC 2002; Lyman and Potter 2007). A regional hierarchy allows OCGs to expand their membership and participate in numerous organised crime activities across a wide geographic spread, making it particularly advantageous for transnational criminal activity. The Hells Angels in Canada are a prime example of a regional hierarchy. The Hells Angels franchise their operations to Chapters governing particular locations. Each Chapter is led by a President who is the primary decision-maker and wields absolute control in that Chapter but reports strategically to a national President (UNODC 2002).

**Clustered Hierarchy**

A clustered hierarchy consists of smaller OCGs that operate under a central coordination body. Although clustered hierarchical OCGs maintain a degree of association, they are autonomous and independent in their activities and identity (UNODC 2002). The extent of their association relates to the coordination of criminal activities and enterprises. The UNODC recognises that clustered hierarchies are uncommon and are often the product of unique social environments such as those found in the prison system. For example, members of drug syndicates can still operate in prison by liaising with contacts outside of prison and between prisons. A clustered hierarchy allows for extensive membership and participation in multiple organised crime activities across a wide
geographic area (UNODC 2002). An example of a clustered hierarchical structure is found within the “28s prison gang” in South Africa. The 28s developed tight knit criminal gangs by selecting particular inmates. The 28s competed with other prison gangs to monopolise informal trade and sexual services available in the prison system. Although members of the 28s often joined other street gangs upon release, leadership of the 28s remained based in prison and therefore, there was a lack of cohesion amongst members (UNODC 2002).

Core Group

Core groups are an unstructured group of organised criminals surrounded by a larger network of associate members. The “core” of the group is relatively small (20 individuals or less) which makes it easier to maintain internal discipline (UNODC 2002). Core groups are characterised by a “flat” organisational structure, meaning power is shared amongst all members. It is difficult for law enforcement agencies to identify and track core groups because most core groups lack a strong social or ethnic identity and can operate behind the facade of a legitimate business being run by a small group of individuals (UNODC 2002; Lyman and Potter 2007). The Australian McLean syndicate exemplifies a core group. The recruitment of members was based on resources, skills and changing market forces. Therefore, members were recruited on an ad hoc basis which made membership of the syndicate both loose and adaptable (UNODC 2002).

Criminal Network

Criminal networks are highly adaptable and fluid networks comprised of individuals with various skills and characteristics, who are recruited for the purposes of particular jobs (UNODC 2002; Edwards and Gill 2002; Lyman and Potter 2007). The “pooling of resources”, including individual skills, contacts and knowledge, is a significant advantage when undertaking trafficking activities within a criminal network (Morselli 2009). Members of networks organise themselves around an ongoing criminal enterprise and may not necessarily be connected by social or ethnic ties (Lyman and Potter 2007; UNODC 2002). The UNODC (2002) suggests that the maintenance of criminal networks is heavily dependent on personal ties and loyalties between participants and to the criminal enterprise. The dynamic nature of networks allows them to reform after the exit of key individuals. A number of modern drug trafficking syndicates resemble a criminal network. In the Netherlands, an Iranian formed a crime group (unnamed) who were engaged in people smuggling from Europe to Canada. The Iranian recruited a former client of his who established contacts and maintained the financial side of the operation (UNODC 2002). These two individuals then recruited additional members from their family and friends. The new members increased the group’s client base and overall, the group forged alliances with contacts across Iran, Afghanistan and Canada (UNODC 2002).

The UN study is likely to be the most comprehensive study on the organisation and activities of OCGs. However, other structural models have emerged from studies that were conducted independently from the UN study. The following section will review alternative models of organised crime including bureaucratic models, patrimonial (patron-client) models, network-based models and typologies that incorporate both hierarchical and network models which are described as “hybrid” typologies.

BUREAUCRATIC MODELS

Cressey’s (1969) bureaucratic model and Albanese’ (2011) hierarchical model of organized crime are two models that have developed independently from the UN study. Both these models have characteristics which are reflected in the UN typology. Hierarchical models were the traditional representation of OCGs. Bureaucratic or hierarchical models generally characterise OCGs as operating under an extensive division of labour, with a supreme leader at the top of the hierarchy and different levels of subordinates, each with a defined role in the hierarchy (Roth 2010; Abadinsky 2007). Albanese (2011) describes this model of organised crime as being similar to a government structure; illegal activities are conducted with the approval of superiors and controlled by “higher-ups”. Furthermore, bureaucratic groups are usually governed by a code of conduct which is strictly adhered to by the group’s members (Roth 2010).

Roth (2010) stated that Cressey (1969) introduced the bureaucratic model in his study of Italian American criminal organisations, most notably, La Cosa Nostra. Cressey argued that OCGs closely resembled a “hierarchical bureaucracy”. The bureaucratic model is a rationalized, hierarchical system which is impersonal and rigid in form (Abadinsky 2007). Criminal organisations like the Italian Mafia are “tightly structured in a hierarchical manner, resembling the
bureaucracy found in the legitimate economy” (Pih, Hirose and Mao 2010). Various definitions of the bureaucratic model suggest that its characteristics include: a single leader, defined hierarchy, extensive division of labour, rigid and impersonal, various subordinates and code of conduct. Similar to Cressey’s study of Italian American criminal organisations, the hierarchical model of organised crime emerged from Joseph Valachi’s testimony of the existence of a nationwide, criminal organisation known as Cosa Nostra (Albanese 2011). Albanese (2011) described the hierarchical model as comprising of three main components:

a) “family” structure with ranks of authority from the boss down to the soldiers;
b) bosses oversee the activities of family members;
c) a “commission” of bosses handle inter-family relations and disputes.

The characteristics of the bureaucratic model are identical to a number of characteristics under the UN’s standard hierarchy. These characteristics include having a leader, defined hierarchy, strong internal discipline and a social or ethnic identity. The social or ethnic identity is reflected in the emphasis on family-based criminal organisations e.g. Cressey’s study of Italian-American criminal organisations. Similarly, Albanese’ hierarchical model of organised crime focuses on the family structure which is consistent with the idea of having a strong social/ethnic identity in a standard hierarchy. The UN standard hierarchy also specifies the use of violence as being essential to the activities of hierarchical criminal organisations. A key characteristic of bureaucratic models is the code of conduct for members and therefore, it is likely that the use of violence is one method of enforcing appropriate conduct although this is not explicitly stated. Also, the bureaucratic model provides little guidance on whether OCGs operating under this structure are confined to specific territories. Thus, the element of “defined territory” in the standard hierarchy cannot be confirmed based on the characteristics of the bureaucratic model.

A number of scholars argue that whilst hierarchical models can be identified in criminal activity, the presence of these structures is unnecessary (Morselli 2009; Pearson and Hobbs 2001; Reuter and Haaga 1989). Although hierarchical organisations may have existed, they were not prerequisites for operational or financial success in organised crime activity (Reuter and Haaga 1989). The control of illegal markets is not dominated by a hierarchical, national crime group as previously suggested in the early organised crime literature (Reuter 1983). Therefore, hierarchical organisations are more likely to be “the exception rather than the rule” (Finckenauer 2005:65). Criminal associations are less hierarchical, less stable and considerably more “fluid” than the bureaucratic model suggests (Kleemans and van de Bunt 1999). Nonetheless, hierarchical models have survived because there are examples of OCGs, such as outlaw motorcycle gangs, that accurately reflect this organisational structure (Veno and van den Eynde 2008; Finckenauer 2005). Despite the emergence of criminal network forms, Williams (2001) suggests that hierarchical models are still significant because it is possible to have networks of hierarchies, hybrid organisational forms with some hierarchical components and a network dimension or even networks of networks. Thus, hierarchies and networks can co-exist in one criminal group.

PATRIMONIAL (PATRON-CLIENT) MODELS

Criminal organisations may restrict membership based on criteria such as ethnicity, kinship, race and criminal background (Finckenauer 2005). Abadinsky’s (2007) patrimonial model is a network model that focuses on the relationships between families, friends and patrons. The patrimonial model assumed that OCGs are mono-ethnic due to its emphasis on recruiting members from family and friends (Halstead 1998). This model is characteristic of traditional societies which place strong emphasis on relationships of trust and emotional ties (Abadinsky 2007). An example of a patrimonial system is the Sicilian Mafia who have traditionally recruited new members from family, relatives and friends (Balsamo 2006). Thus, the basic unit of the Sicilian and American Cosa Nostra is the “family” (Paoli 2002). Similarly, Williams and Godson (2002) describe a “cultural model” of organised crime, one of three models developed under the broader category of “social models”. Organised crime activity is facilitated by patron-client relationships, family and kinship ties and informal exchange networks. Kin-like relations are established through ritual processes that initiate members into a “brotherhood” (Paoli 2002). Loyalty and allegiance to the crime family is maintained through penalties for defections and therefore, violence is a mechanism used to enforce internal order (Williams and Godson 2002). Thus, key elements in the cultural model include family or kinship ties, informal exchange networks, territory and the use of violence when necessary. In
developing a “local, ethnic model of organised crime”, Albanese (2011) suggests that these groups are bound by cultural and ethnic ties, rather than a hierarchical structure. Furthermore, individuals controlled their own activities and recruited partners as they saw fit; they were unlikely to be members of a “national crime syndicate” (Albanese 2011:112).

Other studies have reinforced the significance of cultural and ethnic ties. Both Albini (1971) and Ianni (1972) criticised Cressey’s (1969) formal organisational model of La Cosa Nostra. Albini (1971) studied “syndicated crime” in the United States and argued that organised crime was not based on “rational hierarchies” but a fluid system of power relationships founded upon local and ethnic ties. Similarly, Ianni (1972) studied an Italian-American organised crime family (Lupollo) and found that the Lupollo’s organisation was based upon social networks, kinship ties and shared cultural values that were common in Southern Italian communities. Findings from these studies suggest little organisation amongst crime groups based on cultural or ethnic ties (Albanese 2011). However, a clear limitation of these studies is that they examined crime groups operating in a specific location and social context which cannot necessarily be generalised into a generic rule.

The patrimonial, cultural and local, ethnic models of organised crime appear to incorporate elements from both a standard hierarchy and a criminal network. Key characteristics across these models include fluidity in relationships, informal exchange networks and the importance of contacts, ties and loyalty as forming the basis for criminal organisation. These characteristics define the UN criminal networks model. However, some distinctions can be made between the models. The cultural model also describes characteristics such as territory and the use of violence. These characteristics are not identified in the UN criminal networks model but are part of the standard hierarchy model. Also, the UN criminal network model does not include a strong social/ethnic identity as a primary element but ethnicity and culture are key characteristics in the patrimonial, cultural and local, ethnic models. A strong social/ethnic identify is characteristic of standard and regional hierarchies. Therefore, the patrimonial, cultural and local, ethnic models appear to incorporate elements from both the standard hierarchy and criminal network models. Arguably, there is no requirement for a “hybrid” model combining hierarchies and networks because these two models can co-exist in one group.

**NETWORK MODELS**

There is a distinct trend in organised crime research away from studies on bureaucratic, hierarchical structures to loosely organised, flexible, criminal networks (von Lampe 2005). Previous research suggests that social relations form the basis of criminal networks and thus, OCGs operate in response to their social environment (Kleemans and van de Bunt 1999; Chambliess 1978; Ianni 1972; Albini 1971). Some advantages of operating in networks include flexibility, rapid transfer of information, pooling of resources and skill sets and access to criminal opportunities. A network’s adaptability and flexible nature enables them to be “lighter on their feet” than hierarchies (Powell 1990:30). Networks are dynamic entities and are more responsive to changes in their environment, given that the network’s boundaries are far less defined than a hierarchy (Podolny and Page 1998). Flexibility is desirable in criminal networks because external pressure (e.g. law enforcement) or reduced levels of supply and demand in illicit markets may force OCGs to change established methods of operation.

Under the umbrella term of “social models”, Williams and Godson (2002) identified three types of models: cultural model, ethnic network model and social network model. The cultural model has been previously discussed under patron-client models. The ethnic network model examines the effect of ethnic and diaspora networks in facilitating transnational organised crime activity (Williams and Godson 2002, 330). For example, the Chinese diaspora has brought Chinese immigrants to various parts of the Pacific, the United States and Europe. Diaspora communities can provide opportunities for recruitment, protection and support, especially if these communities are alienated from mainstream society. These networks are strengthened by shared language, culture and kinship ties (Williams and Godson 2002). The social network model encompasses both the cultural and ethnic network models. This model discusses networks as an “ideal vehicle” for executing transnational criminal activities. Networks are flexible, resistant to disruption, capable of expansion and able to respond quickly to market opportunities (Williams and Godson 2002:332). This model describes networks in relatively generic terms, particularly the advantages of operating under a network structure. The UN criminal networks model provides a broad definition of criminal networks and the generic characteristics provided in William and Godson’s social network model can be aligned with the UN criminal networks model.
Other scholars have developed more specific models based on network structures. Williams (2010) created a provisional network typology comprising of four types of networks: directed network, mesh network, transactional network and flux network. Although the basis of these structures is networks, Williams (2010) discusses variations in leadership, key players and organisation. A brief description of each network follows:

1) **Directed network**: formed and directed by a group of “core organisers” for a specific purpose (Williams 2010:69). The core of the network is the hierarchical component because it acts as a “steering mechanism” to direct and coordinate the network as a whole;

2) **Mesh network**: These networks are “decentralized and self-organising”; actors perform specific tasks and transact directly with other members without the need for a core body (Williams 2010:69). This type of network is best characterised by horizontal rather than vertical relationships between actors;

3) **Transactional network**: These networks rely heavily on brokers and middlemen who play critical roles at each stage of a “transaction”. These networks are usually evident in drug trafficking groups. Directed network can be part of a transactional network;

4) **Flux network**: Flux networks are highly unstable, small and have little established structure as a result of its amorphous nature. There is limited trust between members and they appear to disband more easily compared to other network types. Groups operating in these networks usually cooperate for specific criminal activities or single projects.

The directed network reflects the characteristics of the UN core group. The key characteristic in both models is the “core group” of individuals, who direct the surrounding network members. The core group serves as the hierarchical component of the network. The mesh network appears to be a generic representation of the standard criminal network. The characteristics of this network are likely to be identified in any model of criminal networks. The transactional network is specific to certain types of organised crime activity which rely on the services of a broker or middleman. This type of network is unlike any of the UN models because it describes a network required for certain types of organised crime and at a particular stage in the commission of a crime. Transactional networks can co-exist with directed networks and therefore, the presence of a transactional network may be identified with a core group. Criminals operating in flux networks appear largely opportunistic; they operate in an *ad hoc* and unstable manner. Given these characteristics, it is difficult to ascertain whether any OCGs would choose to operate under this model and if so, these groups are unlikely to satisfy the definition of organised crime.

Williams’ (2010) typology of networks is largely covered by the UN typology. The directed network is reflected in the core group structure. The mesh network appears to be a relatively generic description of criminal networks and therefore, it does not provide evidence of any new characteristics in addition to the UN’ criminal networks model. The transactional network is not covered in the UN typology but this network can exist in any OCGs that require the services of a broker e.g. drug trafficking groups. Arguably, transactional networks can be part of an OCG’s structure but do not define a group’s structure on its own. Flux networks are also not covered in the UN typology. However, OCGs are unlikely to be operating in flux networks because of its *ad hoc*, unstable nature.

**HYBRID TYPOLOGIES**

Hybrid typologies of organised crime incorporate both hierarchical and network models. The UN typology encompasses both hierarchical and network models because it attempts to cover a broader spectrum of organised crime structures. Similarly, Xia (2008) developed a typology of contemporary Chinese OCGs that incorporated both hierarchies and networks. From an alternative perspective, Lo (2010) suggests that traditional structure-control (hierarchical) or social network theories on Chinese OCGs cannot adequately reflect the state of modern, triad-organised crime in China and Hong. Lo does not propose another organised crime “model” but argues that the concept of “social capital” offers a more accurate explanation of the links between organised crime, social networks and political dynamics. Chinese legislators and law enforcement agencies have long perceived Chinese OCGs as operating within a traditional, hierarchical structure (Xia 2008). Xia (2008) suggests that in response to changing institutional and political environments, contemporary Chinese OCGs now operate in a range of organisational forms including...
hierarchies, ‘hermit-crab’ hybrid organisations and networks. Changes in the operational structure of Chinese OCGs may be attributed to the loss of central government control, tough anti-crime policies, absence of market regulations and the globalisation of crime and the market economy (Xia 2008).

Hierarchies

The hierarchical structure is typically characterised by a society name, a chief, rituals of induction and secret languages. Hierarchical groups often have a code of conduct or “handbooks” of rules and regulations which help to maintain the group’s tightly organised structure. Hierarchical groups were created in three ways: 1) the influence of traditional secret societies, cults and banditry on current patterns of crime; 2) OCGs inspired by triad movies and television dramas and 3) the return of triads to mainland China as a result of China’s “open door” policies and strong anti-crime policing efforts in neighbouring countries (Xia 2008:13).

“Hermit-Crab” Type Hybrids

These criminal groups “take over the shells of legitimate hierarchies, such as business firms, non-governmental organisation and state bureaucracies” (Xia 2008:14). The use of legitimate business fronts can facilitate money laundering and provides a safe haven for criminals to operate in a licit environment. After gaining control over some legitimate businesses, OCGs will often seek connections with political actors (Xia 2008). Thus, relationships between licit and illicit groups can provide beneficial opportunities for both parties.

Criminal Networks

Xia (2008) distinguishes between four different types of networks – multi-polar networks, cobwebs, production and distribution chains and a “hubs and spokes” structure. In multi-polar networks, numerous centres (or nodes) of criminals can co-exist (Xia 2008:17). Cobwebs are characterised by a leader occupying the centre of a network. Subordinate actors can interact amongst themselves but their interaction with the leader is more frequent and deferent (Xia 2008). Production and distribution networks operate in a “chain-like” structure by linking production, supply and demand lines, typically seen in drug and human trafficking operations (Xia 2008:19). In a “hub and spokes” structure, the network is controlled centrally by one criminal entrepreneur who coordinates illicit transactions with multiple actors. However, the central controller distances all actors, so that the actors have no knowledge about each other and therefore, no opportunity for horizontal communication (Xia 2008). Xia (2008) acknowledges that more Chinese OCGs are moving towards a network structure. Networks facilitate business expansion and its flexibility improves the OCG’s ability to evade law enforcement.

Two of Xia’s (2008) organisational types, hierarchies and criminal networks, are largely covered by the standard hierarchy and criminal network forms in the UN typology. Hermit crab hybrids are unlike any UN model; it describes the intersection between the licit and illicit worlds and how such relationships are beneficial to organised crime activity. Xia’s version of criminal networks offers four different types of networks with some characteristics that can be distinguished from the UN criminal networks model. The UN criminal networks model suggests that individuals interact with each other in “horizontal” relationships, with no visible leader directing the network’s actors. However, both Xia’s “cobwebs” and “hubs and spokes” have a central figure that directs or oversees the network’s activities. Also, Xia describes networks that are specific to certain types of organised crime activity. Production and distribution chains are common in trafficking crimes that require the planned movement of illicit goods. However, similar to Williams’ (2010) transactional network, production and distribution chains can co-exist with other types of networks. Thus, production and distribution chains are more likely to be part of an OCG structure; it does not define an OCG’s structure on its own.

OTHER ORGANISED CRIME MODELS

The characteristics of these models do not fall within hierarchical, network or hybrid models. These models aim to categorise OCGs using characteristics that are not exclusively focused on structure. Von Lampe (2002) proposes an “analytical model of organised crime”, which appears to be a conceptual framework for developing a model than a model itself. Von Lampe (2002) suggests that any model of organised crime should include six key elements that cover both structural and environmental factors.

Analytical Model of Organised Crime

In proposing an alternative model of organised crime, von Lampe (2003:6) suggests that any “meaningful model” or organised crime must include six
key elements – three elements that “define” or can be labelled as organised crime and three elements representing environmental factors. The three core elements in relation to labelling organised crime include: actors who cooperate in rational, planned criminal activities, structures that connect these actors and the criminal activities these actors are involved in. The three environmental elements include society, government and the realm of public discourse i.e. media von Lampe (2003:6). The model provides a “conceptual scheme” that accommodates for all social, cultural, economic or political factors and can be applied in any historical and geographical settings. The model addresses two key questions: 1) how patterns of criminal cooperation emerge and are transformed and 2) within those criminal structures, how positions of power develop that are relevant for the criminal structures themselves and for society at large. In the final step, the researcher must determine how the elements are connected and von Lampe (2003) provides an example of connecting elements based on a review of academic literature.

In essence, von Lampe (2003) proposes a “method” for developing a model of organised crime. The method prescribes that a comprehensive model of organised crime must encompass both the structural elements that define an OCG and the social context in which they operate. Von Lampe (2003:9) argues that it is the “diversity of manifestations of organised crime” under varying circumstances that provides valuable insight. The majority of organised crime models that focus exclusively on structural components provide limited scope for application in a variety of social and geographical settings. Von Lampe’s approach aims to address that limitation by proposing a comprehensive “method” for developing a model of organised crime. Von Lampe’s model varies significantly from the UN typology because it describes an approach to creating an analytical model of organised crime. One element of that approach is the inclusion of structures that connect the actors. This is likely to be drawn from the literature on theories of organised crime structures and therefore, could be inclusive of the UN typology.

CONCLUSION

A review of the literature on organised crime models has highlighted that models developed independently from the UN study appeared most consistent with that typology in terms of hierarchical models. The majority of bureaucratic-style models and hierarchies developed by other scholars produced very similar characteristics to the UN standard hierarchy. However, both the regional and clustered hierarchies were not identified in the review of models. Characteristics of the core group were identified in one model, being Williams’ (2010) directed network. The most significant variation was evident in the analysis of criminal networks. The UN typology proposed a generic model of criminal networks with characteristics that are likely to be present in other criminal network models. However, network typologies developed by other scholars indicated the need to address additional factors such as social and cultural context or various types of organised crime activities which required specific forms of networks. Therefore, the UN criminal networks model appears inadequate on its own given the multiple variations of the network model produced in other studies.

The UN typology covered a broad spectrum of organised crime structures from hierarchies to networks. However, other typologies have demonstrated the significance of social and cultural context as having an impact on the operational structure of OCGs, particularly criminal networks which are more responsive to changes in the environment. Von Lampe’s (2003) analytical model of organised crime attempts to encompass both structural and environmental factors to create a conceptual framework for developing organised crime models. Perhaps this is a more comprehensive approach to examining organised crime structures because the elements are not limited to a particular geographical setting. The existence of other hierarchical models (e.g. bureaucratic models) appears somewhat unnecessary given that the UN typology adequately covers these models and also proposes two additional types of hierarchies. Network models demonstrated more diversity in terms of detail and characteristics but the basis of these network models were still reflected in the UN criminal network model. Therefore, in terms of method and approach, the UN typology is the most comprehensive typology because at a fundamental level, it encompasses the majority of characteristics from other organised crime models.
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